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, Introduction

Fovthe past .five or six yearsteaCher educators at both the service

and inservice levels h:iye lived With a most frustrating quandary. They have

felt they've known the essence of what they needed.to know but-have been

unable to prove the validity of their knowledge nor gain'general acceptance

from teachers fot their ideas. They have wreStled wfth the duSty, old

question "what is an effectiye teacher?" During the past few years they

have concentrated on a seemingly simplistic-answer, and they have struggled

to give it form,and order. Their answer is "competencies," but the manage-

ment, validation and acceptance level of such an answer is excruciatingly

complex. "`

Someeeacher educators have aggressively broached Competency tenets while

sothe institutions and staff, development personnel have invested massive

human and financial resources into packaging teacher competency programs..

Many of these, however, 4:rc naw stalled or careening because.they seem to

suffer some of the problems of.teacher competency: identification, acceptance,

evaluation, implementation arld development.

Today many teacher educators are trying to meet impeding arguments with

validated oofs. One such group is the State of Florida Council on Teacher

' se,

Education (C.O.T.E.). In the past year C.O.T..E. conducted a dtligent

research effort involving more than five thousand teachers. administrators,

and educators throughout the 'State.

The organization began'its study by researching the vast majority of

work that had been done on teacher competency, synthesizing that information

and preparing a consensus listing of.eighty-four competency statements. A
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grouping ok 484 teachers helped prepare a questionnaire incorporating the

competency statements:in a language and format acceptable to their peers.

Following activities to establish a vaLti and reliable respOnse frame lor

the questionnaire,.development of a statement point scale, and a test of

reliability, the competency statements were administered statewide on the

finalized questionnaire.

Approximately 5% of all certified personnel.in Florida were randomly

selected to represent proportionally the profesSional populAtion in each of

the State's 67 districts. C.O.T.E. established a professional consenSus

criterion for Aetermining what would be considered essential. "The criterion

was that 85% of the respondents must:mark a competency to be-'always neces-

sary,' (i.e., I have to-Use it frequently every day) or 'frequently necessary,'

(i.e., I have to use it at least once each day) in my jOb rdle (the highest

points.on'the five-point scale) with at least-51% of the 85% marking it as

'always necessary!." sing the 85%/51%'criterion, twenty-three of the

forty-eight competencies were designated as essent.ial. As a result of its

study, .C.O.T.E. proposed the twenti-7threle competencies essential to a

successful teacher. -They referred to these as "the knowledge and skias

deemed essential for teaching irrespective of subject matter or age of

pupils."

C.O.T.E. recommended, and the State Commissioner of Edurtation endorsed,

several courses of actidn which may have profound importance for teacher

education in Florida, and perhaps the nation. The recommendations based
-

on the twenty-three essential competencies included using these behaviors

as basic criteria for State approval of preservice as well as.inservice
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teacher education programs. They further encouraged that: statewide pro-

fessional organizations recommend strategies for the utiliZation of the

competencies in improving teacher effectiveness; research and development

activities be conducted to validate various training.ahd aSsessment strategies

for the competencies; similar statewide studies be conducted. to identi y and

gain professional acceptance for additional competencies thatare essen ial

for effective classroom teaching at a given subject or grade level:

State of Florida Council on Teacher
Education's Twenty-Three Essential Competencies

Communication Skills

l- Demonstrate the ability to orally communicate information.on a given

tOpic in a Coherent and logionl manner.

2. DemonStrate the ability to 4n.a logical, easily understood

style with appropriate grammar and sentence structure.

3. Demonstrate the rbility to comprehend and interpret a message after

listening.

4. Demonstrate the ability to read, comprehend, and interpret professional

mateppl.

Basic,General Knowledge

5. Demonstrate the abilitVto add, subtract, multiply and divide.

6. Demonstrate an awareness of patterns of physical and social develop-
.

ment in students.

Technical Skills

7. Diagnose the entry knowledge and/of skill of students for a given

set of instructional'objectives using diagnostic tests, teaCher

obiervations, and student records.

5
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8. IdentifY long-rangE goals for a given subject area.

9. Construct and'sequence related.short-tange,objectives for a given

subject area.

10. Select, adapt, and/or develop instructional materials for a given

.

set of instructional objectives and student learning-needs.

Select/develop and sequence related learning activitfes appropriate

.'for a given set of instructional objectives-and student learning

needs;

. 12. Establish rappdrt with students:in ihe classroom by using verbal

and/or visual motivational devires,
. -

13. Present directions for carrying out an instructional activity.

-1.4. Construct or assemble a classroom test to measure student performance

according to criteria based upon objectives.

Administrative Skills
1

Establish a set of classroom routines and procedures for utilization
r-

of materials and physical movement.

16. Formillatea standard for student behavior in the classroom.:

17. Identify causes of classroom misbehavior and employ a technique(s)

for correciing

18.. Identify and/or divelop a system for keeping.records of class and

individual student progress.

Interpersonal Skills"

19. Counsel with students both individually and collectively concerning

their academic needs.
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20. Identify and/or demonstrate behaViors which reflect a feeling for

the dignity And worth of other people including those from other

ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and'economic groups.

21. Demonstrate instructional and social skills which assist students

in developing a positive self-conCept.

22. Demonstrate instruCtional and social skills which assist students

in'interacting constructively with their peers.

23. Demo&trate teaching skills which assist students in developing

their own values, attitudes, and beliefs.)

C.O.T.E. offered one caveat conterning the competencies: "No reference

was intended,to any particular way of organizing learning experiences for

the achievement of these competencies, i.e., compatency-based teacher education

or any other designated curriculum form." It is difficult .to avoid the
,

inferential leap, despite the warning. Current literature, curriculum pro-

jects, and programs concerning .teadher education manifest a.singularly

popular acceptance of competency-based teacher education. It ih evident

that the twenty-three'C.O.T,E. competencies constitute a.clearcut statement

of whai 4 teacher should be able to do to achieve success, and may, in fact,

form the basis for teacher evaluation.

The problem a;-. this point in time, and undoubtedicc71-1e reason for

C.O.T.E.'s concern is these competencies are still general and cannot clearly

be the basis for competency-based instrUction. ) in addition, they raise

-/
a specter of evaluation which is of much,concein to teachers.and toWhich

we will further allude in this study. Robert Howsam has defined competency-
,

based instruction: "Two characteristics are essential to the concept of
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competency-based instruction. First, precise learning objectives--defined

in behavioral and assessable terms--must be known to learner and teacher

alike." He further notes, "competency:based programs, on the other hand,

identify the objective, the criteria, the performance indicators, and the

criteria levels so clearly for the student that he can assess for himself

whether or not the objectives.have been met." Clearly evaluation will play

a crucially important role in all aspects of teaching competencies.

Assessment on a local or state basis may in effect directtt;he:restruc-
.0

turing of presprvice and staff development programs. These competencies

then, if accepted for training and evaluative purposes in Florida, surely

'suggest a possible adoption in other, states. The questin then emerges,

"How can these competencies be correctly processed so ag to produce valid

and asSessable programs?" It ia to the point of this questiOn that our

study begins to address itself.

In this study we attempted to determine: if there is general support for

the C.O.T.E. competencies; if there is su'stantial disagreements among

elementary, junior high, and high school teachers as to the importance of

the competencies; the.underlying organizational dimension of the perception

of the teachers toward the twenty-three competencies. This then is an effort

to examine the bases of these competencies and simultaneously look at addi-

tional pertinent dimensions-before further action may be undertaken.

Procedures

.An instrument specifying the twenty-three C.O.T.E.-competencies was

distributed to a sample of three hundred fifty (350) public school teachers



in 'the tent5a1 Florida area (Orange,.Seminole, Osceola, BreVard, Volusia and

Lake Counties). Each teacher was asked via a five point Likert scale to

indicate the degree to which he or she felt-that' each was essemtial to a

successful teacher. The range of possible responses varied between very

unessential to very essential. The reipondents represented three different

levels--elementary, middle, and senior high. Since personal contact was

made with the participants by representatives of the investigators',

high response rate was achieved (93%) (elementary - 180) (junior high = 76)

(high school = 69). The twenty-five non-respondents' reasons for their

unwillingness to complete the instrument were determine& and will be com-

mented upon in a later section of this paper.

The individual item means, variances, and standard deviations were

deeerMined for each of the.teaching groups. ..This was used as an initial

screening proceshire to intuitively assess the degree to which there was

consension--that is, if large discrepancies were obtained for all twenty-

three competencies, subsequent.hypotheses'and post hoc comparisons appro-

priate for the unequal sample sizes would have been undertaken.

Subsequently the inter-item correlation matrix was computed and the

data set.tested fok psychometriC adequacy with. the Kaiser (1970) Measure of

Sampling AdeqUacy (MSA). The Index As a function of two correlation matrices

--Q thoge of the anti image cnrrelations and R the original saMple matrix.



Q is defined.as_SR-1S where an

for-a given sample correlaticn

element S2 = IDiag R-11

matrix is- deftned as:

MSA=

The Index ranges between zero

EEr2jk
jk
j#k

Er2jk + EEq2jk
ik ik

j#k jik

Tlie overall Index

and onP with .values in thP .90's aignaling data

which are particularly apprcptiate for factor analytic procedures. 'There. if:

also defined an individual MSA which is simply a function of the 'same variable

row in each. matrix. This gives an,indication of the.degree to which a parti-
,

-cular variable "belongs to the family" psychothetrically. Sevaral studies

(Dziuban and ShirkeY, 1974; Kaiser;and Cerny, In Press) have been conducted

which indicate that the Index imprires with the quality of one's data. It -

has been recommended (Dziuban and Shirkey, 1976) as the loeical first step

s' in-any factor analytic Study.

Upon this determinatiOn, the correlation matrix wAs subjected to the

Harria (1962) rescaled image analysis procedure. The Taw.components were

transformed according to the Harris-Kaiser independent cluster solution. Raw

pattern coefficients in Kaiser's originally scaled pattern absolutely greater

'

than 1.00 were uSed for interpretation purposes. The objective of this pro-

cedure was to assess the validity of the original six sub areas as determined

by the Florida Councfl on TeaCher Rducation. Upon determination of the

constructs presented in the tqtal saniple, they were derived within each of

the teaching levels And compared fnr similarity Fitis the coefficient outlined

by Wrigley and NeuhauS (1955). The Component scores'for the individuals

'1 0
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ideach irout). were derived and a sample of sixty teachers from each

0

domly selected-. With the Component scores as criterion measures, a,"

multivari analysis of variance was performed to test the existence of

difference among-the groups. In addition univariate and step down F

ratios were computed.

. Supplementary,statistics were derived for the Image,analysis. The

overall and individual indi.-:es of factorial simplicity were determined. The

indices (Kaiser, 1974)-s1gnal the complexity of an overall pattern or variable

in the solution'. The squared Multiple correlations of each variable with the
,

remaining - 1 were.determined as well as the individual and overall root.

mean square correlations.

Once the,constructs associated with the competencies were'identified,

the teacher evaluation forms currently utilized in ehe counties in Florida

were obtained.1 Those documents were Content analyzed to determine-the:degree

to which the, districts were emphasizing the constructs identified by C.O.T.E.

as basic to the teaching domain. It was sought then through these procedures

to determine whether there existed consensus among the teacher groups as to
. .

the essentiality of the'competencies. Through their 'perceptionS, it was

sought, to identify the.c6Mponents underlying the competencies, and finally it
.

was sought to deltné the degree to which the schOol district.s in Florida

clA

are presently c -sessing those constructs.

1We wish td thank Dr. Arthur J. Collier-of the Florida State Department
of Education for providing us with many of the copies of the county evalu-
ation forms.



'Reults

The means and standard deviations for each of the competencies by

teaching level are ptesented in Table I, together with their portrayal in

Gi'aph I. Some general intuitive trends are obvious. First, the teachers4

at all levels feel tbat most of the comketencies specified Are essential

or very nearly so for..effecti;ie teaehing. Most of the competencies,were

placed well abqve the midpois.,t of the scale. Further, it may be observed

that there waS a rough general-correspondence among the groUp profiles With

'two obv1,03us exceptions. The elementary teachers rated cqmpetency three

substantially lower than the junior high or high school groups (elementary
,

.

2.26.compared to junior high X = 3.39 and high school X = 3.34). That

skill Was iavolved with the ability to cop--.4hend and -interpret.a message

after listening. The oth,r fairly obvious deviation was tor competency

number seventeen where the elementary group rated substantially higher'

a

,(elementary X,= 3.75 compared to lpnior high X = 3.41 and high school X =

3,06). This item was related to the identification and correction of class-

room misbehavior problems.

The results of the total sample item image analysis is presented in

Table II. The overall Measure of Sampling Adequacy of .95 together with

an overall Index of Factorial Simplicity of ".90 indicated that the item

responses comprised an adequate psychometric sample and the resulting pattern

did not yield results which were overly factorially complex. The individual

Measures of Sampling Adequacy showed that each one of the items under con-

sideratton be1onied to the domain of interest (teaching). Inspection of the

fr

pattern matrix shows-three main components. They are summarized as follows:



Compon_ent One,

1. Demonstrate the ability
2.0 Demonstrate the-ability

Demonscrate%the ability
a message.
Demonstrate the.ability
DemonStrate.the ability
divide.

3.

4.

-5.

12.
11.

16.

17.

to communicate.or
to write.
to comprehend and

to read.
to add, *subtract,

ally.

interpret

multiply and

Establish rapport using verbal and.visual devices.
Present.directions for carrying out an instructional
activity.
Formulate a standard for student behavior in the
classroom.
Identify causes for classroom misbehavior and employ
techniques for correcting it.

Pattern
Coefficient

. 83

1.00

, .58

.71

. 84

.54

. 71

.50

.72

.This compOnent which acconnted for 43.02% of the variance (relative) cut,

across four of the original areas defined by C.O.T:E.--Communication Skills,

Basic General Knowledge, Technical Skills, and-Administrative Skills. The
vi

underlying conceptual relationship of these variables seems quite clear.

The items define basic cognitive skills--reading, writing, etc.--plus the

basic tools needed to function as a teacher--carrying out instruction, dealing

with misbehavior, etc. These behaviors are prerequisite if any-teacher is to

function 'effectively in that role. Accordingly, his component Was named
ca

The Teacher with the Fundamental Tools of EduCation.

Component Two

17., Identify causes_of classroom misbehavior and employ
techniques for correcting it.

14. Counsel students both individually and collectively
concerning their academic needs.

20. Identify and/or demonstrate hehavior which reflects
'a feeling for worth 'of other people. -

21. Demonstrate social skills which assist students in
developing a positive self-concept.

13

Pattern
Coefficient

.40

.59

.86

.79



Component. Two (cont'd)

22. Demonstrate instructional and social skills which
assist studeats in'interacting constructively wtth
their peers. ,

23. Demonstrate teaching skillsswhich assist students:
in demeloping their ewn values, attitudes and beliefs.

12

- Pattern
Coefficierit

.87

,81

The second component (29.98T of the variance) synthesized two of the

originally defined areas--Administrative Skills and Interpersona_

The items of this component hold a clear relationship to requisite inter-

personal skills of a teacher. They relate to the teacher's ability to

facilitate students in processing their own values, beliefs,. and feelings

regarding themselves and their environment. Obviously this component is

Interpersonal Skills.

Component Three

8. Identify long-range goals for a given subject area.
9. , Construct sequence related short-range goals.

10. Select, adapt and/or developtinstructional materials
;for a given set of objectives.

11. Select/deveAop instructional materials.appropriate.
for a given set of instructional objectives.

14. Construct a classroom.test to measure student
performance.

Pattern
Coefficient

.56

.90

.80

.89

,63

The third component (28%Fof the variance),1placed the.teacher sin the

planning, diagnosis and assessment role. They relate to'the teacher's ability

to organize and evaluate her efforts. This component was named Technical

Skills - The Teacher in the Diagnosis and Planning Process. An interesting

and "significant" finding arises here, however. .Competency number seventeen--

identification and correction.of classroom misbehavior was originally

assigned to the Administrative Skill area,by C.O.T.E. Inspection of

Table II, however, shows that it is related to two coniponents--Fundamental

Skills and Counseling. Inspection of its individual Index'of Factorial

14
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Simplicity shows it to yield the lowest value of all the variables (.48)--

clearl.y unacceptable. In the factor analytic context it is too complex.

Conceptually interpreted: this siMpiy indicatesthat teachers tend to view

discipline from two varying perspectives. 'The.first is that it is a. basic

skill--something they shOuld know "how to do." The secOnd group apparently

would cast diScipline as a problem which is best resolved within the

counseling context.

The final total group component accounting for 27.01% of the variance

was related to five, of the,coMpetenciet originally specified as Technical

Skills. 'The items are related to the teacher in the assessment and prepara-

tion phases of teaching. The component has been termed TeChnical Skills -
,

The Teacher in'the Diagnosis and Planning Process.

In spite of the fact tilat they failed to reach salience on more than one

coMponent, several other competencies exhibited substantial complexity.

Competency number six (IFS'= .55), for instance, "Demonstrate an awareness

of physical and social development," failed to'load on any of the three

components but was spread out between Fundamental Skills and Diagnosis.

similar trend was noted for competency seven (IFS = "Diagnose_the entry

knowledge and/or skill of students for a given set a instructional objectives

using diagnostic tests, teacher observationsand student records." Similarly

componeht number sixteen (IFS = .64), "Formulate a standard for student

behavior in the.classroom," showed a strong relatiom;hip to Fundamental and

TeChnieal lls. Finally, skill number nineteen (IFS = .48) yielded a

substantial relationship to'Fundamental Skills and Counseling.

The derived image components for the elementary school sample (N = 180)

are presented in Tgble III. Once again the overall MSA of .94 and IFS of .95
;

1 5
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showed these data t be of high psychometric quality. The resulting pattern

matrix revealed a very high co-:respondence to the overall sample pattern

matrix. The, first component was clearly that of "Interpersonal Skills,"

while the second corresponed almost exactly to "Technical Skills." The

finally retained component for the elementary school sample combined the

areas of Communication Skills, Basic Gen:ral Knowledge, Tecfinical Skills, and

Administrative Skills. This component, as in the total sample, was irest

named the FUndamental Tools of Education.

The individual Measures of Sampling Adequacy put all-of the competencies

in the excellent range. The competencies, however, needed scrutiny as t.,o

their factorial complexity. Once again item number seven (IFS'= .50), ,

"Diagnof 2 entry or knowledge level.of students," appeared to split between

Interyersonal and Technical Skills. Item number twelve (IFS = .50), "Establish

rapport with students.in the classroom,'" was very complex with respect to

Technical Skills and Fundament:41 Skills. Competency number fifteen (IFS = .53),

"Establigh a set of classroom routines and procedures," exhibited a similar

pattern of complexity.

The derived comPonent solution for the junior high school sample (N.= 76)

is presented in,Table IV. The overall MSA of .78 and IFS of .80 supported

the'psychometric quality of the data yielded by this sample.- The pattern

matrix, however, yielded six components rather thav the three which had been

previously encountered. The first was comprised by the following variables:

Component_One

20. Identify'and/or demonstrate behaviors which reflect
a feeling.of dignity.

16

Pattern
Coefficient

.54



Component One (cont'a)

,15

Pattern
Coefficient

21. Assist student in developing a positive self-concept. .85

.22. Helping stud,nts get along with peers. .96

23. Help studenta develop their own goals and attitudes. .63

This component is comprised of four of the original variables and was named

interpersonal Skills.

The second'component was comprised of the following competencies:

Pattern
Component Two Coefficient

2. Ability to write logically. .46

10. ,Develop materials for a set A objectives. /.95

15. Establish classroom routines and procedures. /.64
17, Identify and handle classroom misbehavior problems. / .78

These four items crossed the areas of Communication Skills, Technical Skills,

and Administrative Skills. These items appear to be most closely related to

the Area of establishing an H , sphere for Instruction.

The third component was comprised of the following competencies:

Component Three
- Pattern

Coefficient

1. Orally communicate. .62

3. Comprehend a message. .47

4. Read and understand professional material. .56

13. Direction for carrying out instructional activity. .96

14. Classroom tests. .52

18. Records of student progress. .45

This component spanned the original areas of Communication Skills, Technical

Skills, and Administrative Skills. It appears to be a junror high school

version of The Fundamental Tools of Education.

Component four for the junior high school sample was defined by the

following teaching competencies:

17
,



Component Foul
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Pattern
Coefficient

2. demonstrate the ability to write. -.52.

5. Add, multiply and diVide. ,.33

6. Awareness of physical and spcial.development in students. .56

11. Select and sequence learning activities for an objective. .31 ,

16. Formulate a standard for behavior in the classroom., .59

This factor relates to the original C.O.T.E. areas.of Basic General Knowledge,

Technical Skills, and Administrative-Skills. It.appeared to be.a second

version of Fundamental Tools of Education.

Component. five was defined by the, following competencies:

Component'Five
Pattern

Coefficient

8. Identify long-range goals. .77

9. Construct short-range goals. .77

'Both of these items wer part of the original C.O.T.E. subset of Technical

Skills but this was a lear,Planning factor.

The final junior nigh component was defined by the following variables:

'

Component Six
Pattern

- Coefficient

1. Orally communicate .38

2. Ability to. write. .31

3. Comprehend and interpret message's. -.28
6. -Awareness of physical and social patterns. .36

7. Diagnose entry level skills. .72, :

The dimension cut across the areas of Communication skills, Basic General

Knowledge, and Technical Skills. This appeared to be a third.version of ihe

Fundamental Tools of Education.

The junior high school solution did not appear as well focused as.the

previously interpreted pattern matrix. Two of the competencies,yielded

18
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fairly low individual MSA's--number eight, "Identify longrange goals for a.

given subject area," and nuMber twentytwo, "Demonstrate intitructional and

social skills which assist students in '_.teracting constructively with

a:

theirpeers."fIn addition several ot ,he items yielded unacceptable factorial

complexity:

Item IFS

2. Demonstrate the ability to write. .39

3. Comprehend and interpret messages. .41

'4. Read and understand professional material. .46

5. Add, multiply and divide. .39

11. Select and sequence learning activities for an objective. .40

12. Establish rapport by using verbal andior visual motivational
devices. .43

14. Classroom tests.
^

.44

18. Records of student progress. .50

The results of the:image analysis'for the high-school sample (N = 69) are
:=

presented in Table V. As befOre, the sampling adequacy and.factorialsim

plicity of the matriX were well above the acceptable range (MSA = .86,

IFS = .88).

Component one was dominated by the following variables":

Component One

Pattern.
Coefficielt

1. Demonstrate ability to orally cdmmunicate. .72
2. Ability to write. 1.00

3. Comprehend and inierpret a message. 1.00
.

10. Adoptinstructional methodslfor a see of objectives. .53

13. -Directions for an instructional activity., .60

This was generated from the areas of Communication and Technical Skills, and

it appears to be the high school version of Fundameo.:0 2ools of Education.

COmponent two was comprised-of the following competencies:

19
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Pattern
Component Two Coefficient

12. Establish rapport.
17. Behavior problems.
22. Help student interact with peers.

. 55

. 59

. 56

,This dimension at the high school level was best termed Adaptive Behavior.

4

'The third component was defined by the following two competencies:

Component ;Three -

Pattern
Coefficien

20. Dignity and worth of other people. .77

23. Develop own values, attitudes and beliefs. .94

These variables were related to Interpersonal Skills - The TeaCher as

Counselor.

The fourth factor for the high school sample was defined by:
R

Component Four
Pattern.

Coefficient

87--Long-1. nge goa s. .83

9. Construct and sequence short-range vals. 1.00
10. Materials for objectiVes. 7'.45

, 11. Sequence learning activities. .37

14. Classroom tests. . 37

These items were all originally identified as Technical Skills.

The fifth high school comionent was composed of two variables:

Component Five

15. Establiph a set of classroom routines and procedures for
physical moveMent.

- .----

- .16. Formulate standards for student behavior-
,

20

Pattern
Coefficient

.77.
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This component was a subset of Administrative Skills and appeared to be

related to generali d Behavior'Standards.

None of the high school iteEs exhibited.markedly low individual Measures

'of Sampling. AdequacY but several exkibited inferior Indices of Factorial

Item IFS

5.

6.

Add, multiply and divide. I

Awareness of physical. -and social patterns. _

.48

.55

10. Adopt instructional methods. for .a set of. objectives.
.rj

11. Select and sequence learning activities for ad objective. .53

14. ClaS4A4011 tests, '.56

18. Records of student progress. .22

' 21.' Ass,ist student in developing a poiiive self7concept. ..31

22: Helping studeots get along with -,eers.. .50

A summary of the component results for the total,and sample'groups would re-

veal the fullowing framework:

TOTAL -.171EMENTARY JR. HIGH
I

HIGH SCHOOL .

Fundamental Tools
of Education

Interpersonal
Skills

Interpersonal
Skills

-Fiindame-ritai lools of----

Education

Interpersonal
Skills'

Technical Skills

_

- .

<

Technical
Skills

Fundamental
Tools of
Education

.

Atmosphere for
Instruction ,

Fundamental
Tools of
Education I

Fundamental
Tools of
Education II

Planning
.

Fundamental
Tools of
Education III

Adaptive Behavior

Interpersonal Skills,

Technical Skills

.

.

.

N
Behavior Standards

. .

.--

.-
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The summary of the component labels reveals soma Obvious intuitive cot-
.

respondence. The areas which appear to be most common across the groups

are:

1) Fundamental Tools of Education
2) Interpersonal Skills, and
3) Technical Skills'

As noted earlier, a further test of the components' congruence was

conducted with the Wrigley-Newhouse congruency-coefficients. Those resultS

are presented in Table VI; which presents a summary of the obtained con-

gruency coefficients among each of the subgroups and the total sample

components. It may be observed that there was a very high.correspondence

for the total-elementary comparison. Each column of the matrix produced a

. ,

coefficient well above .9. The total-junior high comparison for each of

the columns produced high values of .74, .84 and .69 tespectively. The

total-high school comparison produced high values of .7353, and .82

respectiveIT.- is-obvinus-that-the--common. components_in the data were

'the three it...itifie-a-earlier.

The congruence coefficients among the subgroup components are pre7

sented in Table'VII. It mayAle observed that the elementary-junior high

comparison yielded high,values of .76, .57. and .66. The elementary-high

school comparison showed -high obtained'values of,67, .76 and .71. The

junior high-high school comparison showed three high values (.69, .60 and

.76). It seems clear from the results presented in Tables VI and VII that

there was substantial similarity in the undetlying dimensions of the percep-

tions of this sample of teacierb regarding the competencies outlined by

the Council' on Teacher Education. .

2 2
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With the conceptual and.:empirical determination of the component

similarity for the three samples of teacherg,:the components scores were

determined for the "ample of sixty in each group. The,scores for the

total sample were scaled to have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of

10. The means, standard deviations', and'intercorrelations among the scales

are presened'in Table VIII. It may be observed that there were Substantial

correlations.among the scores with a high of .83 and a-low of .81. The

results Of the multivariate test of,.the mean component score vectors are

presented in Table IX. The associAed probability of their equality was

less than .0076 so equivalence cannot be accepted. Inspedtion of the uni-

variate And step down probabilities, will show a significant difference

among the groups for Fundamental Tools of Educction. The means from

Table VII will show that the high school group exhibited the highest Value

4-g_= 52.60) with the elementary group next ( = 50.43) and the junior high

_sample having the lowegt value (T: = 49.67). The univariate F ratios re-

vealed_ma_furthet significant differences.. The step down value, however,

for Interpersonal Skills showed a significant difference for the groups. It:

must be assumed from these data then that there are significant statistical ,

differences aaong the teacher groups and that those differences arise from

disagreement over the Fundamental Tools of Education and Interpersonal Skills.

The final phase'of this study was to content analyze the data collection

. -

deirice or instrument uged in each county of Florida in order to determine

present emphases with respect to,the areaS defined by the C.O.T.E. com=

petencies. Assuredly the process is A subjective One and the authors

accept full resonsibility for those decisions. ._Sincethe form and format

23
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was virtually unique to each county, it was virtually impossible to.adopt
6

any uniform deCision rule with respect to the instruments. ,The classificatory

rationale for the assessment was on the emphases of each of the instruments.

Many of the-forms had.at"least some questions coveriq each of.the areas,

but only those of heaviest emphasis were identiiied for the purposes of this

paper. Heavy emphasis was subsequently defined-as a "large" portioneof

items relating to a particular area.. "Large" was defined as which ranked

first, second, third, etc. since the forthat would allow no simple, common,

decision rule. Where emphasis was found outside the C.O.T.E. areas for a

particular county, an additional notatiqn was made.

There iS contained,in Table X the results of the Content analysis.

.It may be observed that the present emphasis in the county districts is

placed en Technical Skills. Fiftrfour of the counties (81%) placed

importance .on this behavior. Twenty-three of the counties (30). .placed

some empha is on Interpersonal Skills, One,county stressed Communication

Skill and'emphasized Administrative Skills. It may be observed trom the

final column of Table X other areas were also considered in teacher evalu-

ation. Twenty (31%) of the districts considered personal.Characteridtica

in the 'evaluation of their teaching force. The final area where some

emphasis was placed was related 'to compliance with-school and district

policies. These results suggest that the school districts in the State

of Florida at pre'aent place overwhelming emphasis for teacher evaluation

upon such behaviors as diagnosis of knowledge levels, the identification

and structuring of objectives, the adoption of instructional materials,

4
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and claSsroom assessment. The secondary emphasis is placed on counseling

and interpersonal skills which help a student develop,a healthy self-Toncept

and to develop values and attitudes which will facilitate efficient and

effective functioning with other individuals. A strong emphasis is also

placed upon the appearance and mannerisms of teachers. The areas for which

virtually no\provision was fdund were Communication Skills, Basic General

Knowledge, and Administrative Skills.

Summary

After a diligent research effort, the Council on Teacher Education Oef

the State of Florida fias proposed twenty-three competencies which-are

. ,

ostensibly essential to a successful teacher. Those behaviors were compiled

through a large scale'survey'of professional educators in the State who

generally indicated a degree of consensus regarding them. Those competencies,

if adopted for. braining and evaluative purposes, could have far reaching

Impact upon teacher education and staff deyelopMent programs. aken at face

valde they constitute a clearcut-statement of what a Successful teacher should

be able to do and may form a basis of teacher evaluation. Further, assess-

ment on a district-wide basis might produce the basis of a staff development

program design. Each of the statements outlines a Specific b"avior and

apparently they conform to a definite generic organization.

It is clear, however, that 'any sgt of teaching competencies which have

the potentiallor statewide adoption will have their Validity scrutinized

with great intensity. Few aspects of the educational sector have been studied

with the-fervor of teacher effectiveness. Armies of social scientists

from innutherable.studies have gathered data on.the topic., Yet the question

25
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of. "what is an effective teaCher?" remains answered only in the most general

.sense. In the main those results have been largely-ineffectual for teacher'

edUcatiOn-guidelines and haVe provided little in.ihe way of help for a

teacher who wants to improve his or her teaching skills. It wOuld be :a

vast understatement to say that results of current research on teacher,

effectiveness are largely.inconclusive. The lack then of a. realistic model

for effective teaching has-caused training institutions to Virtually.at

random change programs, standards and curriculum and change them back again.

A'similar vacilation can be documented with respect to staff development

programs.

---

Obviously these problems extend to teacher evaluation. The diminishing

demand for teachers in the face of dwindling economic resources have created,

an increasing concern on just how can a teacher's job performance be accurately

and equitably evaluated. With the age of accountability and the advent of

collective bargaining, the results of evaluation procedures take critical'

importande to teachers, administrators, and other school personnel. Should

-

a teacher's evaluation be based on the academic performance'of her students,

by,ihe public, by examination or not at all? 'Surely proponents for each of'

those positions may be found. None of then, however, can provide over,-

whelming evidence that their point of view comnands unanimous adoption. At

present the consequence seems to be an indication that evaluation procedures

will be negotiated at the bargaining table. N°

We have attempted in this study to gather further evItnce regarding

twenty-three competencies which are likely to have a ser'io4impact on public

14 _
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eduCatiOn in the State of Florida and possibly the nation.. For if these

competencies prove to be successful, .surely other stateswill use them as

the basis of their programs. We simply obtained responses from a crOss

section of teachers to assess whether Or not what the Council'onTeacher

f

Education has propos.ad can for a second time obtain a favorable mandate.

The fOrmt of the C.O.T.E. study, however; has p6rmitted us to expand upon

their results by answering some additional questions. .First, we attempted

to determine if there was ,eneral support for the C.O.T.E- competencies.

Secondly, we sought tcy assess the existence of any subStantial disagreements

among elementary; junior high, and high school teachers as to their importancq.

Thirdly, we sought to determine the underlying organizational dimensions or

he perceptions ofthe teachers'toward the twenty-three competencies. G:

that C.O.T:E. had provided a concLptual schema for themj this procedure wa,..

intended to validate that framework. In addition we sought to determine if

that dimensionality was similar for elementary, junior high and high school

teachers. Next. the equality of congruent component scores was tested for

the:three groups. rine 17/yTTImr-statuS-ol-pr CsCii't eval uation_practheo

respect to C.O.T.E. guidelines in the Florida schOol districts was deter-

mined thus hopefully--prAding them with some needed direction should the ,

competencies be implemented as policy.

One must be careful to remember that-the teachers were asked to specify

the'degree to which the competencies were essential. The results of this

study would indicate that there is a general (onsensus that teachers feel

that they are essential,tor a good teacher. Clearly none of them was viewed

as decidedly unessential. The.only poSsible'important area of disagreement

°
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among the teaching groups might be viewed an that elementary teachers saw

the ability to comprehend and interpret messages after listening as being
-

substantially less essential than did the other two groups. Most other

digcrepancies shouid be viewed as negligible.

Although the,:e were some additional components for junior and senior

high school teachers there were thrte basic and underlying dimensions for

the competencies. They were: Fundamental Tools of Educaion; Interpersonal

Skills, and Technical Skills. These components cut across several of,thr

six C.O.T.E. areas, suggesting.that,there are few.- general areas than

hypothesized. A rethinking of the a priori areas appears warranted. To c,r

way of thinking less elaborate solutions are more desirable. There appear

to be, however, some significant differences among the teacher groups with

respect to at least two of the three constructs--Fundamental Tools of Educa-

tion and Interpersonai,Skills. iThe present emphasis of the districts in

terms of teacher evaluation place heavy relevance upon the areas of Technical

Skills, Interpersonal Skills and Personal Characeristics.

So from the results of this study it might be concluded that:

1. Teachers view the C.O.T.E. competencies/as essential.

2. There are probab:y not as many general areas as the Council has

\proposed or they are go highly related that making the distinction

-is not productive.

3. There is some communality of the areas across teaching levels.

-
4. There are differences in the perceptions of the areas among the

varimis teaching level groups.

5. At present the Florida county,districts are generally placing

emphtsis.on two of the areas/specified by C.O.T.E.

2 8-
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It seems important here to make further note of the complexity of the

responses to several of the categories. This is typified by item seventeen

relating to the handling and disposition of discipline "problems." It seems

clear that part of the teacher population views this as skill--somerhing

learned and developed. This is probably most closely related to treating

the action of the child as the problem./ The second segment views discipline

as a counseling problem. These individuals would most likely wish'to deal

with the root cause rather than the behavior itself. Several other of the

competencieg ,.xhibited this characteristic in that there was no clear assign

ment of them to any categorical scheme. This,is symptomatic of much research

on teacher effectiveness. Although the desired behaviors appear to be very

discrete and have a clear a priori organizational framework, often they are

not viewed that way by the teachers. In scme cases categorization may be

an inappropriate decision rule.

As mentioned earlier, .twentyfive teachers in the sample refused to

participate in the study. This was also experienced in the original develop

mental work. Typical comments were:

"I should like to know more about how this form and inforation
will be used before responding."

"I need to know more,about the background of thiE before I give
my opinion. Howwill this be used? Aren't these things taught
anyway in our-colleges.and universities and in teacher training
classes at-these schools??? I thought they were."

"I feel unable to do this at this time, as use of results of
this survey are not clearly defined."

"I do not wish fo be involved with accountability."

2 9
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"I do not think enough information has been given as'to the
proposed use of these competencies. I think a representative
is needed to discuss Its use in our,school. I would.algo
like to see an accouncability checklist for our super-.
intendent and his staff."

Those might be taken to represent an underlying mistrust of anything

which smacks of teacher accOuntability. Although we have concluded that our

sample 0:yes 'nferential results that teachers view the comp tencieS as,

essential, this is certainly not a unanimous opinion. Some teachers are

_ very suspicious about the use of such competencies.

The results of this by no means answers the question of the validity of

the Florida Council on Teacher Education competencies. They do, however,

point to some next steps which might be taken towardtthe clarification and

validation of their u4e. It must be remembered that we asked the teachers-

only to specify the degree to which they thought the competencies were essen-
_

tial. We had them specify nothint with respect to the way they could or

should be evaluated--or if such evaluation was even possiblei We have

provided same rough evidence that such ehings as teacher competencies are

important"to'teachers. They may reject them when it comes to evaluation time.

Careful scrutiny must be given to the manner by which data are gathered.

Who will design the devices,.how will they be administered, what use will be

made of the results. All of these questions must be carefully studied and

the answers meticulously extruded from the profession as were the original-

twenty-three characteristics. At present in Florida the,counties are not

emphasizing what C.O.T.E. is emphasizing. Substantial realignment appetIrs

warranted if the two are to be synchronized. We suspect that some counties

/ 30



will require substantial assistance in designing appropriate evaluation'

formats and utilization systems. We:trust that the results of this stuiy

will provide information of utility for those concerned with competency-

based teacher evaluation. This siudy will be worthless if these data do.

nothing toward improving teacher effectivenesi. We sincerely hope t'hat

such will not be the case.

. 31
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KEY

FOR THE INTERPRETATION JOF TABLE ABBREVIATIONS

SMC Squated Multiple Correlation

MSA = Measure of SamPiing'Adequacy

IFS = Index of Factirrial'Simplicity

RMS =-Root !lean Square Correlation
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Table I
32

Individual Competency Means and Standard Deviations

a

.

.

Demonstrate the ability to communicate
orally.

Demonstrate the ability to write.-

Demonstrate the ability to comprehend

E

J

H

E

J
H

E

3.56
3.61

3.57

3.31
3.29
3.11

2.26

.87

.81

.99

.98

1.03
1.12

1.03

and interpret a messne. J_\._ 3.39 .86

H ` 3.34 1.03

. Demonstrate the ability to read. E 3.09 .98

J 3.05 1.09

,

H 3.09 .94

Demonstrate the ability to add,
,

E 3.40 .95

subtract, multiply and divide. J 3.31. .98

H 3.05 1.07

Awareness of physical and social E 3.25 .91-

development in students. .J 3.15 .87

. H .3.11 .95,

. Diagnose entry level skills. E 3.13 1.00
3.02 .79

H 2.82 1.15

Identify long-range goals. E 2.86 1.15

J 3.11 1.02

H 3.04 1.06

9. Construct short-range goals. E 2.86 1.21

J 3.14 .94

H 3.08 1.01

10. Select, adopt and/or.develop instruc- E 3.18 1.01

tirmal materials for a given set of J 3.38 .80

objectiVes. H 3.25 .99

11. Select/develop instructional materials E- 3.17 .99

appropriate for a given set of J 3.23 .93

instructional objectives. H 3.20 .97 .

;



Table I .

Individual Competency Means and Standard Deviations (cont'd)

12. Establish rapport using verbal and
visual devices. -

13.. Present directions for carrying out an
instructional activity.

14. Construct a classroom test to measure
student_performance.

15. Establish claSsroom.routines and
procedures. .

E 3.45
J. 3.31
H 3.39

E 3.42 .

J 3.51
H 3.31.

E 3.11
J 3.26
H 3.11

E 3.24
J 2.97
1.1' 2.96

'.87
.89

.97

..94
.81

.97

.98

.92

1,04

16.- Formulate a standard for student E 3.50 .89

behavior in the classroom. J .3.45 . .97

H 3.30 1:09

17. Identify and handle classroom
misbehavior problems.

18. Records of student progress.

19. Counsel students both individually and
collectively concerning their academic
needs.

20, Identify and/or demonstrate behavior
which-reflects a feeling for worth
of other people.

21. Demonstrate social skills which assist
students in developing a positive
self-concept.

22. Demonstrate instructional and'social
. skills which assist students in inter-

acting with peers.

23. Demonstrate teaching skills to assist in
developing values, attitudes and ,heliefs.

E 3.75

J 3.41
H 3.06

E 3.14
J 3.31
H 2.93

E 3.08
J 3.20

H 2.93

E 3.22

J 3.25
H 2.98

E 3.29
J 3.29
H 2.95

E 3.11
J 3.15
H 2.67

E 3.11
J 3.00
H 2.82

.77

-75

1 41

.93

.78-
1.36

.97

.78

.01

.79

1.39

1.05

. .84

1.42

1.08
.93

1.42

1.12
1.14
1.51

35
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4.00
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2.00

1.75
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1.00

.75

.50

.25

.00
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` Table II

Derived Image Components

,Total Sample

1. Demonstrate the ability to

communicate orally.

Demonstrate the ability to

Write.

3. Demonstrate the ability to `.

. comprehend and interpret a

message;

Demonstrate the ability to

read.

____L___.3...__Demonstrate_the ability to
--r

add, subtract, multiply and

divide.

6. Awareness Of physical and

social develoOment,in

students.

Diagnose entry level skills.

Identify long-range goals.

9. Construct short-range goals.

10. Select, adopt and/or develop

materiali for objectives. s

11. Select/develop instructional

materials for instructional

, objectives

Component 1 Component 2 CoMponent 3

.81 .13 .07

1.03 -.06 -.28

.58 -.13 .20

.71 -.10 .04

.84 -. 2 .07

7-

'- .02 .29

.43 .05 .22

-.08 .26 .56

-.26 .11 .90

.05 , .00 . .80

-.11 .03 .89

SMC

.67

.61

1.53

.53

.54

.59

.53

.56

.64

.76

.71

MSA IFS RMS

.96

.95

34

.86

.55

.51

.96 .73 .47,.

.96 .96 .,47

.95 .79 .46

.97 .55 .52

.96 .63 .48

.95 .77 .48

.94 :90 .50

.95 .99 .57

.94 .98 54

3



II (Coned)

12. Establish rapport.

13,. Present directions for

activity.

'1 . Classroom tests.

15. Establish rouFines and

procedures.

16. Formulate standards for

behavior.

17. Identify andthandle

. misbehavior..

18. Records of student progress.

40

19. Counsel concerninf acadlmic

teeds.

20. Identify/demonstrate fe ling

for worth of other. people.
'

1

21. Social skills for develOping

, self-concept.,'

22. Skills to assist students In

interacting with peers.

23. Skills in developing Values,

attitudes and beliefs.

Component 1. Component 2 Component 3 SMC MSA IFS RMS.

.54

.71

.26

.40

.49

.40

.00

-.05

-.13

.03 .18

-.14 .14

-.14 .63

-.11

.86

.87 .04

.42

.02 .26

.40 -.27

.31 -.08

.59 -.21

0 .77

.79 -.02

.81 .16

.59, .96 .52

.58 .96 ,87 .51

,65. .95 r.80 .52

.62 .95 .48 .50

.95 .64 ,53

.76 .95 .48 .57

.56 .96 .56 .48

.65 .96 ; .48, .51

94-r 1.00 .53

.95 .99

4 .99/ :53'

.72 .94 ';91 51

Overall RMS = .51

Overall MSA = .95

Overall IFS = .90

Component:Intercorrelations

2 3

1 /

2
1.
59

3 i.72 1



Table til

Derived Image Components

Elementary School Sample

Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 SMC MSA IFS RMS

Demonstrate the ability to -.02. .02 .81 .72. .96 1.00 57
1

communicate,orallt.

,2. Demonstrate.the ability to .09 -.38 1.00 .69 .93 .83 .51

write.

.3. Demonstrate the ability to .

comprehend and interpret a

message.

-.14 .06 .76 .58 .96 .96 .49

4. Demonstrate the ability to -.01 -.08 .97 .62 .93 .99 .50

read.

. Demonstrate the ability to -.14 -.10 .67 .71 .93 .97 .52

add, subtract, multiply and

divide.

6. ,Awareness of physical and .02 .12 .20 :68 .96 .96 .56.

social development in

students. c

7. Diagnose entry level skills. .20 .38 -.00 .58 .95 .50 .51
r

8. Identify long-range goals. .16 .60 -.05 .63 .94 .93 .49

9. Construct short-range goals. -.06 .87 .00 .73 .93 .99 .51

10. Select, adopt and/or develop -.02 .., .91 -.12 .83 .94 1.00 .58

mateiials for objectives.

11. Select/develop instructional .01 8 .40 .83 - .92 , .98 .56

materials for instruCtional

objectives

...MM,
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12. Establish rapport.

13. Present directions for

activity.

14. Classroom tests.

15. Establish routines and

. procedures.

16. Formulate standards for

behavior;

, 17: Identify and handle

misbehavior.

18. Records of student progress.

19. Counsel concerning academic

needs.

20. Identifyidemonstrate feeling

for worth of other people.

21. Social skills for developing

self-concept.

22. Skills to assist students in

interacting with peers.

23; Skills in developing values,

attitudes and beliefs.

Table III (Cont'd)

Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 SMC MSA IFS

-.00 .42 .52 -:72 .93 :5'0

-.02 .27 .14 .65 .94 .73

-.01 .65 ;36 .66 .95 .93

-.06 .48 .53 .67 .96 .53

.15 .21 .21 .76 .95 .76

.79 -.11 -.10 .84 .92 .82

:76 .11 .01 164 .96 .92

.82 .01 -.11 .76 .95 1.00

.98 .02 .10 .85 .94 .97

.85 -.09 -.02 ;80 .95 .95

.89 .01 -.09 84 .92 1.00

.85 .10 -.09 .76 .96 .95

RMS,

..55

3

.52

.53

.59

.58

.49

.55

,.56

.56

.56

.56

Overall RMS =',54

Overall MSA = .94

Overall IFS = .95

Component Intercorrelations

2 3

1

2 .59 co

3 .7i, .81
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Table /V

Derived Tmage Components - Junior High School Sample

Comp 1 Comp 2 Comp 3 Comp 4 Comp.5 Comp 6 SMC MSA IFS RMS

DemonEtrate the ability to .13 -.18 .62

communicate orally.

Dempnstrate the ability .5) .22 .46 .34,

write. ,

. Demonstrate the,ability to, .12 .32 .47

comprehend and interpret a

message.

. Demonstrate the ability to .07 -.20 .50

read.

. Demonstrate the ability to -.25 -.01 .27

add, subtract, multiply and

divide.

. Awareness of phys141 and

social development in

students.

.04 -.06 -.05

Diagnose entry level skills,. - ;11 1-.02

Identify long-range goals. .09 -.03 -.17

Construct short-range goals. -.04 ,.11 .13

10. Select, adopt and/or develop -:16 .95 -.20

materials for objecFives.

11. Select/develop instructional

materials for instructional ,

objectives.

.36 -.12

-.10 .00 .38 .67 .82 .56 .37

-.52 .05 .31 .62 .84 .39 ,.36

,03 .15 -.2g .64 .88 .41 ,40

-.05 .25 .17 .48 :83 .46 .31

.33 .11 .24 .65 '.86 .39 .39

.56 -.03 .36 .65 .85 .65 .38

.06 .07 .72 .61 .75 .97 .32.

-.01 .77 .12 .74 .66 .93 .32

-.06 .77. -.12 .73 .74 .92 .35

.08 .12 -.06 .81 .78 .87 .43

.31 .25 - .01 .63 38 .40 .35



12. Establish rapport.

13. Present directions for activity.

14. Classroom tests..

15. Establish routines and

procedures.

16. Formulae standards for

behavior.

17. Identify and handle

misbehavior.

18. Records of student progress,

19. Counsel concerning acadlmic

needs.

20. Identify/demonstrate feeling

for worth of other people,

21. Social skills for developing

self-contept.

22. Skills to assist students'in

interacting with peers.

23. Skills in developing values,

attitudes and beliefs.

Table IV (Cont'd)

Comp 1 -Comp 2 Comp 3 Comp 4 Comp 5 Comp 6 SMC MSA IFS RMS

23 .20 .14 .30 -.15

.15 -.08 .96 -.02 -.10

-.19 -.05 .52 .27 .20

.09 .64 .22 -.20 -.04

-.13 .24 .10 .59 .22

.78 .24 -.15 -,22

-.14 .18 .45 .31 -.07

.29 -.09 .02 .65 -.02,

:54 .04 .15 .20 .17 ,

85 -.02 .1.5 .04 .02

.96 -.08 .14 -.05 .00

.63 .26 .-.35 .20 -.02

-.07 .46 .83 .43 .32

-.09 .75 .7p .93 .39

.13 .81 .86 144 .45

,

.08 .71 .76 .68 .39

.06 .71 .74 .75 .38

.07 .78 .82 .68 .43

-.07 .71 .80 .50 .38

-.21 .61 .77 .78 .32

.73 .79 .52' .34

.10 .85 .71 .87 .34

1.06 .88 .66 .92 .35-.

.15 .82 .71 .36 .37

Overall RMS = .37 °

Overall MA = .78

'Overall IFS = .80

Com onent Intercorrelations

2 .36

3 -.01 .69

4 .46 0.70 .60

5 .56 .56 .33 .55

05 .54 .67 .54 .29
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Table V

Derived Image Components - High School S'ample

1. Demonstrate the ability to

communicate orally.

2. Demonstrate the ability to

write.

. Demonstrate the ability to 1.

comprehend and interpret a

message.

4. 'Demonstrate the ability to

read.

5. Demonstrate the ability to

.add, subtract, multiply and

divide.

6. Awareness of physical and

social development in

. students.

.7; Diagnose entry level skills.

8. Identify long-range goals.

9. Construct short-range goals.

10. Select, adopt andior.,develop

materials for objectives.

\

11. Seleet/develop instructional

materials for instructional

Comp 1 Comp 2 _Comp 3 Comp_4_

-.72 .25

-.07

-.27

-.32

. .22

.41

.55

.

\
\.\

,.15

-.02

-.13

-.42

-.45

-.05

-.18

-.09

-.14

.19

\,

,
\
\

.20 \
\

-.17

-.19 ,

09

.09

.08

.41

.16.

.83

1.00

-
1.00

.53

.40.

-.15

\\.10
\
,

-.1'5\..,

,
-.23

.53

.12.

\

\
-;10

\\

-.18

-.03

/

1.00

.45

.37

1

1

.40

\
-
\

objectives. ,
\\

\

'..

Comp 5_ _,SMC _IFS RMS.

-.07 .82 .94 .66 .57

..04 .73 .93 .91 .52

-.05 .62 .88 .86 .41

.08 .44 .86 .61 .30

.06 .41 :81 .48. .27

-.08 .55 .81 3

.06 '.66 .82 .74 .44

-.05 .62 .86 .95 .40

.04 .70 .78 .95, .35

-.02 .84 .91 .50 .57

-.01 :78 .94 .53 .....,

,c.
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Table V (Coned)

Comp 1 Comp 2 Comp 3 Comp 4 Comp 5 SMC MSA IFS RMS

,82 ,47

.7f .52

.56 .54

.99 .46

12. Establish rappdrt.

.13. Present directions for activity.

14. Classroom tests.

15. Establish routines and

procedures.

16. Formullte stahaards for,.

behavior.

17. Identify and handle

misbehavior.

18, 'Records of student progress.

19. Counsel concerning academic

needs.

, Identify/demonstrate feeling

for worth of other people.

.,

1
....
1

Soclal skills for deve1oping

self-concept.

22. Skills to assist students in .

interacting with peers.

23. Skills in de9loping values,

' attitudes and.)beliefs.

Overall RMS =..46 I

Overall MSA = .86

Overall IFS = .88 I

.22 .59 .05 -.07 -.08 .68 .87

.60 .16 .00 7.03 .11 .80 .85

.32 .09 ,02 .37 .12 ,72 .93

.11 -.02 .04 -.02 .77 .78 ,84

.25 .24 .08 , .59 , 7 .81

-.05 .97 -.10 \, -.05 .07 .84 .83

\

.40 .36 -.38 .21 .65 ..87'

,

-.00 .72 .01 -.07 -,21 .48. .89

.03 .17 .77 .07 -.17 .83 .84

.24 .31 -:14 .70 .92

.05 .56 .36 -.23 . .73 .86

-AO -.13 .94 -.07 .13 .86 .71 '

.78 .45

.97 53

.22 :46

.80 .35

.50

97 .45

.88

.71 .71

4 .76 .70 .59

.64 .71 .59 .53.
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Table VI
_

Congruency Coefficients for the Total anOubgroup Samples.'

/

43

ELEMENTARY

/T 0 T.A L
Fundamental Tofzils Interpersonal.

of Education Skills
'technical"

Skills

InterPersonal Skills

/

Technical Skills
. ,

Fundamental Tools of Unt.

.15

.08

// .93 /

.96 -.03

.98-.07

-.10 .05

.,---'

JUNIOR HIGH

TOTAL,
Fundamental Tools Interpersonal

of Education Skills
Technical
'Skills

Interpersonal Skills .09 ,.84 -.07

Atmos. for.Instruction .34 ..13 .38

Fund. Tools of Educ. I .74 -.09 .03.,

Fund. Tools of Educ. II .20 .29 .27'

Planning
,

-.11 .08 .69

Fund. Tools of Educ. III .44 -.04 .06

HIGH SCHOOL
,

TOTAL
Fundamental Tools Interpersonal

of Education-. . Skills-
Technical
Skills

Fund. Tools of EdUb. ---.73 -.02 .14 --

Adaptive Behavior .41 .54 \ -.01

Interpersonal Skills -..21
,

57 .11

Tecpzical Skills -.04 .18 .82

BehaVior Standards .32 L.18 .19

ft.

CI



Table VII
.

Congruency Coefficients Among the Subgroup Components

44

JUNIOR .

HIGH

E LEMENTA.R Y ..:

Interpersonal Technical Fundamental Tools

Skills Skills, of Education

Interpersonal Skills .76 -.09 .I0

Atmosphere for Instruction .22.. ..44 -.21

Fund. Touls of.Educ. I .05 .09 .66

Fund. Tools of Educ. II .-. ..32

,

..24 .11

Planning -.02 .57 .04 .

.Fund. Tools of Educ. III. -.08 - .05 .45

HIGH
SCH0OL

ELEMENTARY .

Interpersonal Technical FundamentalTools
, Skills Skills of Education

Fund. Tools of Educ.

AdapLive Behavior

Interpersonal Skills

Technical Skills
,

Behavior Standards'

.07

.61

.15

.19

.11

.76

.71

-.22'

-.23

,00

.20

,

.50

,, -.11

-.08 ,

.

.26,

JUNIOR
HIGH

Fund. Tools
of Educ.

HIGH
Adaptive
Skills

SCHOOL7-
Ifiterp. Tech. Behavior
Skills Skills Standards

Interpersonal Skills .15 .35 .60 -.00 , 7.24
/

Atmos.,for Instruction .30 .16 .17 .19 .40

Fund. Tools of Educ. I -.69 . .2 -.26 -.04 . .22

-.

fund. Tools of.Educ.. II -.08 1.43 .13 . .29

!

Planning .13 7i .19 '-.09 .76 -.12

I

Fund. Tools of Educ. III, .19 :.22 -.21 .ib .15

4
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Table VIIT

Means and Standard Deviations and Intercorrelations
of the Component Scores

ELEMENTARY JUNIOR HIGH HIGH SCHOOL

Fundamental Tools of Education 50.43 15.19 49.67 12.11 52.60 17.05

Interpersonal Skills 48.47 9.96 49.23 9.77 47.63 11.19

Technical Skills 47.99 10.87 49.55 7.72 46.79 10.05

Scale Intercorrelations

Fundamental:Tools of Educ.

Interpersonal Skills .81

Technical Skills' .82 .83
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'2

Table IX

Multivariate Test of Significance
= 2.977, D.F. = 6 and 350, P < .0076

Mean Prod. Step Down F

Fundamental Tool's bf Educ. , 591.43 3.43 .03 3.43 .03

Interpersonal.Skills 2.93 .02 .97 5.52 .00

TechnicaL Skills 100.106 .67 .51 .06 .94
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Table X

Summary of, the County District Evaluation Emphases

County

# of Sep.

Resp. on

Form

C9mm.

Skills

Basic

Gen.

Know.

Tech.

Skills

Admin.

Skills

interp.

Skills

Additional

Areas

Alachua 8 :.'

Baker 13

,

Personal characteristics

AY 13 X X Personal charafteristics

Bradford 8 X

,

Personal characteristics

Brevard 72 K '

Calhoun 20 X

,

X. Personal characteriitics-- -------

Charlotte 17

,

Citrus 24 K K

,

Personal characteristics

Clay 28 K X ,

Collier 13
!

Columbia 27 K
I-

Personal characteristics,

Dade 9

,

Desoto 24 Personal characteristics

Dixie 16 X

Duval 48 'X

w

,

e)
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Table. X Conedl

County

# of Sep.

Resp. on

Form

Comm.

Skills

Basic

Gen.

Know.

Tech.

Skills

Adiin.

Skills

Interp.

Skills

Additional

Areas

Escambia 15

,

, X, Personal characte.,ristios

Flagler 21

Yranklin 21

X

Conformity. 0 sch. policies (beh.),

good personal characteristics

Gadsden 34 X

Gilcrest 22
,

,

Glades 10

17 X--Gla----

Hemilton 43 X

,

,

Hardee 12

Alit 20

.

,

,

Hernando
.

Hi hland 24 Personal,characteristics

Hillsborou:h 19

Holmes 15 1 -
Indian River 51

_
,

Jackson
,

.

--I

Jefferson 10 X X
....,_



Table X (Cont'd)

County

# of Sep.

Resp. on-

Form

Comm.

Skills

Basic

Gen.

Kaow.

Tech.

Skills

Admin,

Skills

Interp.

Skills

.Additional

.

Areas .

. .

.

Lafayette,, 43

,

,

Personal characteristics

.

Lee (17, 23) X

,

X Personal characteristics

,

.

Leon 9

.

X

.

.

.

levy

,

.

. .

, .

21

liberty 44

.

.

Madison -- 4

,

.

. .

.
.

.

Manatee 18
,

. .
.

k

.Marion* :.

Martin

,

,

.

.

.

Monroe

.

30

,

.

.,

Nasiau
.

,..

,

Punctuality

Okaloosa

.

32

,

,

Okeechobee 20 X . Personal characteristics

Orange 6..

.

,

,

,

Osceola

,.,

50

.

.
.

.

,

.

Palm Beach 37

, .

,

,

,

,

Paico 56

,.

.
'X , '., - '

,

. .

.

, . .

.

.

*Emphases Netertinant.



Table X (Cont'd)

County

# of Sep.

Resp. on

Form

Comm.

Skills

Basic

Gen.

Know.

Teo.h.

Skills

Admin.,

Skills

Interp.

Skills

'Additional

Areas

Pinellas 25 X

,

X

r-

Personal characteristics

Polk 23

Putnam 21 X Personal characteristics

St. Johns 13
,

Personal characteristics

St. Lucie ,22 . X

'Santallosa' 41

Sarasota*

,

. _
.

Seminole 10
.

Total School policy
1

Sewannee 22 K Personal characteristics

Sunnter* .

Tavares

.

25
.

, .

X Personal.cWaracteristics

Taylor 53

1

,

Union 11 X,

Personal characteristics, total school

. :ogram ,

Volusia 14 K School

Wakulla 30 '

_policy

.

Walton 31

,

,

Washington 20 .

,

Personal characteristics

*Emphases Indeterminant
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